Snakes of Sulawesi

A Checklist and Key to the Homalopsid Snakes (Reptilia, Squamata, Serpentes), with the Description of New Genera

The Snakes of Sri Lanka

This volume constitutes the last of a series of checklists and keys to the herpetological fauna of Mexico. The treatment of forms differs little from that of the two preceding volumes, except that the name of the collector of each type is added, where known.

A Revised Checklist of the Snakes of Kansas

Annotated Checklist and Key to the Snakes of Mexico

Revised Annotated Checklist with Keys to the Snakes of Hong Kong

Snakes of the World: A Catalogue of Living and Extinct Species—the first catalogue of its kind—covers all living and fossil snakes described between 1758 and 2012, comprising 3,509 living and 274 extinct species allocated to 539 living and 112 extinct genera. Also included are 54 genera
and 302 species that are dubious or invalid, resulting in recognition of 705 genera and 4,085 species. Features: Alphabetical listings by genus and species Individual accounts for each genus and species Detailed data on type specimens and type localities All subspecies, synonyms, and proposed snake names Distribution of species by country, province, and elevation Distribution of fossils by country and geological periods Major taxonomic references for each genus and species Appendix with major references for each country Complete bibliography of all references cited in text and appendix Index of 12,500 primary snake names The data on type specimens includes museum and catalog number, length and sex, and collector and date. The listed type localities include restrictions and corrections. The bibliography provides complete citations of all references cited in the text and appendix, and taxonomic comments are given in the remarks sections. This standard reference supplies a scientific, academic, and professional treatment of snakes—appealing to conservationists and herpetologists as well as zoologists, naturalists, hobbyists, researchers, and teachers.

An Annotated Checklist and Key to the Snakes of Mexico (Classic Reprint)

An Annotated Checklist and Key to the Reptiles of Mexico Exclusive of the Snakes (Classic Reprint)

Excerpt from An Annotated Checklist and Key to the Snakes of Mexico Though our survey of the literature has extended over several years, we may well have overlooked published accounts that would add to our statement of ranges or synonymies. For the benefit of possible future editions we shall appreciate advice of such omissions. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.

An Annotated Checklist and Key to the Snakes of Mexico

Checklist of the Snakes of the Indo-Australian Archipelago

Checklist of Southeast Asian and New Guinean Reptiles

The Snakes of Sumatra

This bulletin supplies checklists and keys for identification of Mexican snake species. This work arose partially out of a joint, active interest resulting from a collecting trip to Mexico in 1932. Additionally, in gathering information, the authors studied specimens in the United States National Museum and other collections. The authors acknowledge that this treatise can be revised over the years as new materials are found and described. Where available, the authors have included United States National Museum catalog numbers for type specimens in the species descriptions.

Annotated Checklist with Keys to the Snakes of Hong Kong

A Checklist of Texas Amphibians and Reptiles
Snakes of the Orient

Checklist and Key to the Snakes of Venezuela

Catalogue of American Amphibians and Reptiles

In this work an attempt is made to list the snake fauna of the Orient as a whole, from Pakistan east to China and south through Asia, to include Japan, the Philippine islands, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea. The list includes present-day names, original names, type locality and distribution.

An Illustrated Key and Annotated Checklist to the Snakes of Myanmar

Snakes of the World

Excerpt from An Annotated Checklist and Key to the Reptiles of Mexico Exclusive of the Snakes

Except in rare instances the materials have all passed under the scrutiny of one or the other of us, and the detailed results of these studies are embodied in more than a hundred short or longer reports. Our own ideas have often changed with the acquisition of materials not originally available. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.

An Annotated Checklist and Key to the Snakes of Mexico

The Reptiles of the Western Palearctic

Endoglyphs and Other Major Venomous Snakes of the World

The Ecology of Java and Bali is a comprehensive ecological survey of two of the most ecologically diverse islands in the Pacific. It also contains the results of original research, interviews and personal experience. It will be useful to resource managers, ecologists and government planners, as well as to all others interested in the region. Java and Bali are the best known of all the islands in the Indonesian archipelago. Nowhere else in the country are ecological issues of such importance, and nowhere else is there a better chance of the major development problems being solved. This is because Java has the greatest concentration of development projects, the densest population, excellent human resources, and the interest of many of the most powerful decision makers. Bali, meanwhile, has the eyes of the world on it as an important tourist destination enjoyed by both domestic and foreign visitors.

Snakes of the World

A Checklist for African Snakes: The family elapidae (cobras, mambas and allied species & the family hydrophiidae (sea snakes)
A n A nnotated Checklist and K ey to the R eptiles of M exico Exclusive of the S nakes

C urrent guide to nomenclature and distribution. A rranged in taxonomic and geographical sections. O riginal descriptions cited in taxonomic section. C ommon names are given for species having them. S ea snakes are listed along with appropriate shoreline countries. B ibliographies. A uthor, subject indexes.

S nakes of B urma

S nakes of the A mericas

T his book presents a field guide to the snakes of India. It describes various species of Indian snakes, venomous and non-venomous, and makes easy identification possible through clear photographs. It also has general facts about snakes, symptoms of and remedies for snakebite, and provides a checklist of Indian snakes.

S nakes of the W orld: B oas, pythons, shield-tails, and worm snakes

E cology of J ava & B ali

T his bulletin supplies checklists and keys for identification of Mexican snake species. This work arose partially out of a joint, active interest resulting from a collecting trip to Mexico in 1932. A dditionally, in gathering information, the authors studied specimens in the United States National M useum and other collections. T he authors acknowledge that this treatise can be revised over the years as new materials are found and described. W here available, the authors have included United States National M useum catalog numbers for type specimens in the species descriptions.

S nakes of the W orld: V enomous snakes

A Checklist of S nakes from A mazonian S avannas in B razil, H oused in the C oleção H erpetológica D a U niversidade de B rasília, w ith N ew D istribution Records

T he D angerously V enomous S nakes of M yanmar

C ommon Indian S nakes

T he R eptiles of the W estern P alearctic: A nnotated c hecklist and d istributional a tlas of the s nakes of E urope, N orth A frica, M iddle E ast and C entral A sia, w ith an u pdate to v ol. 1

A Checklist of S nakes, Lizards, Turtles, F rogs, a nd S alamanders in N ew Jersey
Venomous Snakes of the World

"Snakes of the Americas is a comprehensive checklist of all known snakes found in the New World, as well as a lexicon that lists all the common names, in several languages, of these snakes. The checklist gives information on snakes in all of the Americas through the subspecies level, as well as citations and distribution information. The lexicon, on an easy-to-use, searchable compact disk, includes common names in English, Spanish, Portuguese, Guaraní, and other languages of the Americas, along with references. Included are North American, South American, Latin American, and Caribbean species. In addition to herpetologists and libraries, other disciplines also will find this work to be a valuable resource. An extensive bibliography is included."

Argentinian Snakes
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